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The use of electrodialytic separations for the purification of products has been a vital 
technique for the past 50 years in the chemical industry. Originally used for demineralization and 
desalination, electrodialysis and its counterparts have expanded to assist in product purification, 
waste and hazard removal, and power generation. This research focused on the development of 
high purity organic acids purification with low power requirements. Work resulted in the 
development of a new type of electrodialysis process, specifically the use of ionic liquids as a 
secondary solvent for the development of dual solvent electrodialysis. Through dual solvent 
electrodialysis, ions were recovered and concentrated from products streams while enacting a 
solvent change. This allowed the requirements and scope of secondary purification steps to be 
greatly reduced and, in some cases, no longer necessary. Application of ion exchange wafers 
further improved separation performance of dual solvent electrodialysis. This electrodeionization 
technique resulted in separation efficiencies and power consumption levels similar to those of 
commercially implemented organic acid recovery methods with reduced complexity. Additional 
efforts in power generation through a technique known as reverse electrodialysis were also 
pursued and a discussion on the implication technology on meeting future energy demands will 
presented. Through this research, new avenues and applications for electrodialytic separation are 
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 Electrodialysis (ED) is a charged based membrane separation technique that has a 
multitude of applications across the chemical industry. Its use has mainly been in ion product 
recovery and water desalination [1–3]. Throughout its 50 years of industry implementation, 
novel ion exchange membranes have been synthesized and processes have been adapted to 
incorporate ED in order to maximize production while minimizing costs [4–7]. Knowing this, 
research efforts have been underway looking for new challenges facing the chemical industry 
and the development of novel solutions that utilize ED with little or no modification of existing 
commercial modules.  
 A slight modification of ED is electrodeionization (EDI). EDI is the use of ion exchange 
resin in the solution compartments to drastically improve the solution conductivity during 
operation [8]. EDI is especially useful when high purity water or high ion removal is desired, 
such as deionized water for microelectronics processing or the recovery of low concentration 
ionic products [9–11]. EDI requires more power than ED due to the regeneration of the ion 
exchange resins through water splitting; however, energy savings result due to the enhanced 
solution conductivity provided by the resins [12]. Development and modeling of 
electrodeionization wafer has resulted in highly recyclable EDI operating at low power levels at 
high ion removal rates [13,14].   
 ED and EDI hold great potential in a multitude of industries; however, several process 
limitations hinder implementation. Specifically, renewable organic acid recovery has been 
stymied by high energy requirements for product recovery, process waste, and complex 
separation techniques required to achieve desired product purity [15,16]. Many separation 
techniques have been considered, yet few have been successfully implemented due to energy and 
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cost constraints [17,18]. These issues include dewatering solutions and maintaining product 
integrity. ED can address these issues, yet a simple, cost-effective solution has not been 
produced [16,18]. Organic acid production requires the use of large amounts of acid and base for 
pH control and acid formation, resulting in the production of large amounts of waste [19,20]. The 
waste produced from these processes must be removed, requiring time, energy, and money. 
Another issue with organic acid production is dewatering. Organic acid production, especially 
through fermentation processes, results in low titer solutions of acid (≤ 20 wt %) with the 
remaining solution being water and other impurities [21–23]. Water is generally removed via 
LLE and salting out the organics, yet these can result in low yields which may have significant 
impact on overall production costs, especially when dealing with high value products [24,25].  
 Ionic liquids contain tremendous potential for use in electrodialytic separations. Ionic 
liquids are molten salts at room temperature due to bulky cation and anion structures [26,27]. 
They are non-flammable, highly recyclable, and possess little to no vapor pressure [28]. 
Manipulation of the structure of an ionic liquid also has a direct impact upon the physical and 
chemical characteristics of the liquid, making the design of these solvents tunable for use in a 
wide variety of applications [29–31]. In electrodialysis, ionic liquids have mainly been used for 
synthesis, recovery of solutions contaminated with other solvents, and the development of liquid 
membranes [27,32,33]. There has been little use for ionic liquids as solvents in ED; however, 
their potential for organic product recovery is high due to low vapor pressure as well as the 
tunable nature of these solvents.  
 When considering power generation, electrodialysis holds great promise through a 
technique known as reverse electrodialysis (RED). RED is the use of natural salinity gradients to 
create an electric current as opposed to using a current to create a salinity gradient [34,35]. 
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Salient gradient energy produces power from natural estuaries where Gibbs free energy of 
mixing is released [36,37]. Controlled mixing of these solutions allows the generation of power 
with little impact to the environment. It is believed that 2.4 TW of energy is available globally 
through natural salinity gradients [38]. The two prevailing methods for extracting this type of 
power are pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) and RED. PRO uses draw solutions to generate 
osmotic pressure which is then removed via a turbine which generates electricity. PRO has 
shown promise; however, concentration polarization, membrane fouling, and regeneration of the 
draw solution have greatly limited the potential of this process [36,39,40]. Research into 
optimizing and commercializing both methods of salinity gradient energy have made great 
strides, yet the commercial benchmark of 5 W/m2 membrane area has not been achieved to date. 
Several papers have been published above this benchmark, but most testing done was on small 
scales in idealized situations in which correction for real-world testing drastically reduces the 
expected power potential [36,39]. This emphasizes the need for directly applicable studies in 
which direct conversion from lab to pilot-scale experiments can occur with minimal losses.  
Purpose and Significance 
 The purpose of this work was to develop new techniques for ED in organic acid product 
recovery and power generation. Using ionic liquids as a solvent, ED allowed the recovery of 
organic acid products from aqueous solutions with minimal operating cost and high recovery 
rates. In ED, the ions migrate from the aqueous solvent to the ionic liquid solvent via the ion 
exchange membrane and applied electrical current. Through ionic liquid assisted electrodialysis, 
a novel separation technique for organic acid product recovery was developed. Incorporation of 
EDI techniques focused on the improvement of the ED process through enhanced ion diffusion. 
Power production through RED incorporating ion exchange wafers resulted in reduced stack 
resistance and increased power output at some voltage potentials. In general, ion exchange 
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wafers enhanced ion mobility in low conductivity solutions by shortening the diffusive pathways 
between solutions. This resulted in higher ion transfer rates, higher effective solution 
conductivities, and lower system resistances. With a reduction in solution resistance, power 
generated through natural salinity mixing was increased. However, correcting for wafer 
regeneration and pumping requirements resulted in lower than expected power densities. Results 
indicated that the use of wafers in this technology may not be as beneficial as expected. 
Additionally, a brief discussion on additional sources of salient gradient energy, including 
hydraulic fracturing sites, was investigated and will be discussed in subsequent chapters.  
 Through this research, several questions were explored and answered. When studying 
organic acid purification, we investigated how the incorporation of ionic liquid in membrane 
separations can influence ion mobility, water co-transport, and system performance. Through 
ionic liquid assisted electrodialysis, organic salts were transferred from an aqueous phase into 
and ionic liquid phase, resulting in simplified purification at lower costs. Furthermore, through 
bipolar electrodialysis, organic salts were hydrated into an acidified form, resulting in the 
development of a simple and cost-effective method for organic acid purification via flash 
separation. In our study in reverse electrodialysis, we investigated how ion exchange wafers can 
reduce ion diffusive pathways lowering system resistances and increasing net power densities. 
Additionally, we investigated the major factors in the development of commercialized RED 
technology focusing on the use of RED at hydraulic fracturing sites. We proposed and 
investigated the potential of RED with ion exchange wafers to minimize system resistances, 
resulting in lower system conductivities and higher power densities over traditional systems. 
Unfortunately, due to the capacitive nature of electrodeionization as well as the power 
requirements for system operation, the high power densities obtained cannot be extracted as 
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usable power [39]. Further, exploration of novel processes can result in more applications for 
salient gradient energy.  
Research Design and Methodology  
Research Overview 
 The bulk of this research focused on the optimization of ED with ionic liquids though 
proper system design for this separation. For proper ionic liquid selection, the solvent would 
possess high solubility for organic acids with little to no solubility for water. Low water 
solubility allows ionic liquids to enhance the ED separation without having to consider water 
contamination, thus reducing the amount of acid that must be vaporized from the ionic liquid 
during product recovery. Further, water insolubility reduces the environmental impact of ionic 
liquids when applied in industrial settings due to simple clean up in cases of contamination. For 
modeling the ion transport, several theories on ionic transport in aqueous and non-aqueous 
phases were considered. Calculations focused on optimizing system performance through current 
efficiency and ion and water flux calculations. Through this project a method for separating 
organic acids from model solutions, mixed solutions, and fermentation broth using ionic liquids 
was developed.  
 After the ED proof-of-concept experiments were completed, EDI techniques were 
employed to determine the influence that ion exchange wafers had on the recovery of organic 
acid products. Ion exchange wafers were placed in the concentrate compartment in order to 
improve ion mobility within the ionic liquid solution. Additionally, a second ionic liquid was 
tested to determine the effect of ionic liquid structure on separation performance. A second 
model organic salt was also used in order to investigate the influence of ionic species on 
separation efficiency and ionic liquid affinity. Effects of current density and water and ion 
transfer rates were also investigated. Energy requirements for separation were calculated in order 
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to compare the developed electrodeionization technique to existing technology. Results indicated 
that incorporation of ion exchange wafer substantially reduces energy requirements for organic 
acid product recovery, resulting from enhanced ion mobility within the ionic liquid phase.  
 Reverse electrodialysis was studied through a few methods. Preliminary experiments 
consisted of constructing single and multi-cell stacks with and without a salinity gradient present 
in order to measure the base power output measured using a digital multimeter. Power output 
was determined using voltage, current, and resistance measurements obtained from the 
multimeter while solutions were recirculated through the system. Single pass studies were 
eventually tested in order to determine if power readings were higher and more stable than the 
initial trials. Completion of proof-of-concept experiments resulted in low power densities and 
high system resistances; therefore, a new RED system was designed with thinner solution 
compartments. Reduction of solution compartments resulted in lower system resistances and 
higher power densities. However, use of a passive current to measure power potential resulted in 
inflated gross power densities. Elimination of this artificial power resulted in power output 
incapable of sustaining wafer regeneration. Subsequent chapters will discuss the overall efficacy 
of this technology and how RED can progress towards commercialization with and without the 
use of wafer technology.  
Design of Experiments and Materials Overview 
 Preliminary studies focused on the use of a single commercially available ionic liquid for 
proof-of-concept experiments. Once completed, additional organic salts and ionic liquids were 
investigated for their impact on membrane selectivity, ion transfer, water and organic ion 
solubility, and overall product affinity. Experiments were conducted using a PC-Cell 64-4 for 
ED experiments and a Micro Flow Cell supplied by Ameridia. Concentrations of ionic species 
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were determined though Waters HPLC system. The system consisted of a Waters 717 plus 
autosample injector, a Waters 1525 binary HPLC pump, an IC-Pak™ ion-exclusion column 
(7.8mm x 150mm), and a Waters 2414 refractive index detector set at 440 nm. Water leakage 
into the ionic liquid phase was determined using a Mettler-Toledo L31 Karl-Fischer titrator. 
Presence of organic acid in solution was confirmed by gas chromatography using a Shimadzu 
GC-2014 equipped with a Zebron ZB-FFAP column.  
 Ionic liquids in electrodialysis required certain characteristics in order to make the 
separation effective and economical. The solvent must have a high affinity for the product to be 
separated, be immiscible with contaminants, in this case water, and should be able to be 
synthesized in large volumes at low cost. Unfortunately, most ionic liquids available in today’s 
market are still sold at high cost and in low quantities in order to maximize commercial revenue. 
Currently, imidazolium based ionic liquids have been tested in our lab due to their availability at 
reasonable prices and non-hazardous nature. The effect of ionic liquid structure on ED 
performance was investigated with specific emphasis on the influence of hydrophobicity, 
molecular weight, and electrical conductivity. 
 Reverse electrodialysis experiments were conducted using a Micro Flow Cell ED system 
supplied by Ameridia. Power measurements were obtained through use of a Klein Tools digital 
multimeter and through passive power measurements obtained using an AMEL 2053 
potentiostat. Open circuit voltage was measured directly through the multimeter and stack 
resistance was obtained through application of voltage potential across the stack and measuring 




Summary and Overview of Dissertation 
            In summary the use of electrodialysis technology improved membrane separations where 
selective ion recovery was limited due to side-products or low yields. Ionic liquids in 
electrodialysis resulted in the development of a novel process where ion migration occurred from 
an aqueous phase into an ionic liquid phase. The addition of ion exchange resin wafers improved 
separation performance by lowering the diffusion pathway required for ion migration, resulting 
in higher solution conductivities and process current efficiencies. Recovery of the organic acid 
can then be achieved using flash separations allowing the ionic liquid to be recycled back into 
the ED or EDI process with no degradation of ionic liquid solvent. Main limitations of this 
technique were that co-water transport reduced final product concentrations. Water leakage into 
the ionic liquid phase resulted in higher energy requirements for product removal and solvent 
regeneration. Further research into the reduction of water transport during ED/EDI operation can 
mitigate the contamination of the product stream, substantially improving the quality of finished 
product; however, that study is outside the scope of this work. Reverse electrodialysis benefited 
marginally from electrodeionization techniques, specifically ion exchange wafers. Incorporation 
of wafers resulted in lower stack resistance, higher power densities, and higher gross power 
generation from salient gradient energy; however, consideration of current passivation and power 
requirements for wafer regeneration resulted in net power generation that was less than 
anticipated. Investigations of RED at hydraulic fracturing sites demonstrated that this technology 
can hold tremendous potential at unnatural salinity gradients, provided that a sufficient driving 
force is available for power generation. Through the following chapters, outlined in Table 1, the 
scope of this research will be detailed and the impact that this technology holds in product 




Table 1. Outline of Dissertation 
CHAPTER MAIN RESEARCH QUESTION TOPIC OF INVESTIGATION 
2 
What is the current state-of-the-art 
for organic acid production and 
reverse electrodialysis? 
Background and literature survey on 
organic acid production, 
electrodialytic techniques, and power 
generation through salinity gradients. 
3 
Can ionic liquids be incorporated 
into electrodialysis in order to 
improve separation performance and 
overall product quality? 
Organic acid purification through ionic 
liquid assisted electrodialysis. 
4 
Can ion exchange wafers improve 
ion mobility and separation 
efficiencies within ionic liquids 
during electrodialytic separations? 
Improvements of separation 
performance using wafer enhanced 
electrodeionization using ionic liquid 
solvents. 
5 
What influence can ion exchange 
resin technology have on reverse 
electrodialysis? 
Incorporation of ion exchange wafers 
in reverse electrodialysis for improved 
power generation 
6 
How can this research further 
progress the fields of electrodialysis 
and improve upon state-of-the-art 
technologies used in industry? 
Summary of presented research, future 
direction and implications of subject 
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Electrodialysis: State-of-the-art Charged Based Separation 
 Electrodialysis (ED) is a charged based separation that selectively transports ions in 
solution from one compartment within the cell to another. Electric current is applied to the 
system and ions migrate towards the electrodes through semi-permeable membranes. Alternation 
of these membranes allows the removal of ions from one solution into another. ED is 
advantageous when separating ionic products and molecules in solution. Disadvantages include 
selectivity issues with membranes and limitations on final product concentrations and solvents, 
often resulting in secondary purification steps required [1,2]. Electrodialysis has been used in the 
food and beverage industry for the deacidification of fruit juices [3], demineralization of whey 
protein [4,5], and the removal of sodium from products [6].  
 Historically, electrodialysis was first proposed in 1890 by Maigrot, Sabates, and Ostwald 
for the demineralization of sugar syrup [7,8]. Over the early 20th century, many improvements 
were made to the initial system, and in the 1930’s Teorell began developing charged membrane 
theory to mathematically describe the phenomenon found in these systems. In the 1950’s the first 
ion exchanged membranes were produced by W. Juda, W.A. McRay, and Ionics (USA) with 
focus on desalination plants in South Africa and Saudi Arabia [9]. By the late 20th century, 
electrodialysis had emerged as a vital separation technique across the chemical industry.  
 A schematic of a typical electrodialysis cell is presented in Figure 1. The electrodes serve 
as a means for redox reactions that allow the continuous flow of electrons while the rinse 
solutions act as ion sinks which protect the electrode metals from dissolution. Cations pass 
through cation exchange membranes (CEM’s) and are blocked by anion exchange membranes 
(AEM’s) while anions pass through AEM’s and blocked by CEM’s. This allow the removal of 
ions from one solution and the accumulation of ions in another. Membranes are synthesized from 
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a base polymer treated with charged molecules. AEM’s typically contain nitrogen groups while 
CEM’s contain sulfonated polymers. Table 1 presents common ion exchange membranes and 
their properties [10]. Important factors on the selection of a membrane are the ion exchange 
capacity, permselectivity, member thickness, and robustness in the selected solvent.    
       
Table 1. Ion Exchange Membrane Properties  




NEOSEPTA AMX 0.98 2.4 Ω-cm2 0.14 mm 0.25 MPa 
Fumasep FAS 0.95 3.1 Ω-cm2 0.13 mm - 
Fumasep FKS 0.96 8 Ω-cm2 0.12 mm - 
NEOSEPTA CMB - 4.5 Ω-cm2 0.21 mm 0.40 MPa 
NEOSEPTA BP1E 0.98 - 0.22 mm 0.40 MPa 
Fumasep BPM 0.98 3 Ω-cm2 0.25 mm - 
Nafion® N-117 0.95 1.5 Ω-cm2 0.18 mm - 
  
 Typical state-of-the-art ED consists of product recovery at power consumption rates of 1 
kWh/kg ionic product or lower and 1 kWh/m3 water purified [11–13]. Additionally, production 
rates must be scalable and minimize product loss. For example, citric acid production using ED 
Figure 1. ED Stack Setup. Repeating unit refers to 
number of cells in the system. 
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techniques can recover product from fermentation and waste streams at high current efficiencies 
[14,15]. Wang et al. demonstrated lactic acid recovery from a continuous fermentation system by 
electrodialysis [16]. de Groot et al. also developed a method for the recovery of 
monoethanolamine with power requirements as low as 0.35 kWh/kg product [17]. Other research 
conducted has demonstrated recovery and removal of ions from wastewater [18,19] and brine 
solutions [20–22].  
Mathematical Theory 
 Electrodialysis performance is quantified by a few key variables. The most important 
factors to consider are the ion flux through the membranes, water co-flux, and the process 




         (1) 
where V is the system volume, F is Faraday’s constant, Cf is the final ion concentration, Ci is the 
initial ion concentration, z is the ion valence, I is the system current, and t is the operation time. 
Ion and solvent flux are calculated using equations 2 and 3. 
 𝑱𝒊 = 𝝀𝒊𝒅 –  𝝁𝜟𝑪         (2) 
 𝑱𝒔 = 𝝓𝒊 +  𝝆𝜟𝑪        (3) 
where λ is the transport number, id is the current density, ϕ is the overall electro-osmotic 
permeability, and ΔC is the concentration gradient at the membrane surface. From these 
equations, the important characteristics of the ED system become evident, e.g. current density, 
membrane area. Another important equation used during scale-up is the determination of 
membrane area required to perform an ion depletion from a given set of initial conditions. This is 
used especially during the removal of contaminants in industry in order to reuse process water or 
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discharge within environmental regulations. Equation 4 demonstrates how this can be 
determined.   
𝑨 =  
𝑸𝑭(𝑪𝒇−𝑪𝒊)
𝒊𝜼
        (4) 
In this equation, Q denotes the volumetric flow rate through the electrodialysis stack due to many 
of these process occurring in a continuous fashion. 
 Electrodialysis is often modeled either by the use of the Nernst-Plank equation or through 
a steady-state convective diffusion equation assuming laminar flow through the cell channels 
[23–25]. Results of ED modeling and simulation can be summarized in the parametric plots 
presented in figures 2 and 3 [15,26]. In general, current efficiency is highest at low current 
densities, yet this results in low productivity of desired ionic products. High productivity is often 
desired, so current densities are raised and loss of ideal current efficiency is acceptable as long as 
power consumption can be justified by process economics. Additionally, continued increase in 
current density will lead to greater productivity until the limiting current density is reached. At 
this point, electrical potential supplied to the system will no longer drive ionic movement and 
will begin the transition to the generation of hydrogen and oxygen molecules due to water 
splitting. Water splitting is undesired in ED operation, thus most ED operation occurs within the 
ohmic region. However, during EDI operation water splitting allows the regeneration of the ion 
exchange resin used within the flow compartments. Successful EDI operation requires a higher 







Organic Acid Production 
 Organic acids have been used to produce a multitude of products ranging from 
pharmaceuticals and specialty chemicals to foods and biofuels [27–31]. Synthesis of these 
compounds can occur from chemical synthesis or through fermentation. The largest organic acid 
produced globally through fermentation is citric acid, with over 1.7 million tons produced per 
Figure 2. Parametric plot describing the effect that current density plays on current 
efficiency and power consumption during normal ED operation. 




year [32,33]. Citric acid is used primarily as a food additive with some additions in cosmetics, 
detergents, and chemical cleaners [32]. Another organic acid with wide scale global production 
is acetic acid. Although produced mainly through chemical synthesis from methanol, 
fermentation for the production of acetic acid is crucial for the production of vinegar [34–36]. 
Acetic acid is produced for use in the food industry and as a natural herbicide and fungicide [37]. 
Butyric acid is also found in the food industry as a preservative, been incorporated into 
biocompatible plastics, and has recently been investigated for production of the biofuel butanol 
[38,39]. Trifluoroacetic acid is produced to act as a solvent, reagent, and oxidizer in a multitude 
of chemical reactions [40]. Sorbic acid and its derivatives are used as preservatives in foods 
[41,42]. Organic salts also have their uses. Sodium gluconate is used in the food and 
pharmaceutical industry to assist in the dissolution of metals [43,44]. Sodium salicylate is a 
potent drug that is used in the treatment of neurological disorders, and trolamine salicylate is an 
organic salt often found in cosmetics and pharmaceutical topical agents [45–47]. Table 2 
summarizes the largest organic acid markets along with their methods of synthesis.  
Table 2. Global production of organic acids 
 
Organic Acid Global Output (metric tons) Production Methods




Lactic Acid 150,000 Fermentation [48]
Propionic 130,000 Chemical Synthesis [49]
Formic acid 770,000 Chemical Synthesis [49] 
Gluconic Acid 60,000 Fermentation [50]
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 Recently, biological pathways have gained great attention from the scientific community 
due to the ability to produce organic acids from renewable feedstocks instead of traditional 
chemical synthesis methods [51–53]. For example, citric acid is one of the most well developed 
fermentation pathways for industrial production with global market value over 2 billion dollars 
[15,30]. Production of organic products via feedstocks require many steps each with their own 
limitations. Typically feedstocks are broken down into simple carbohydrates and consumed by a 
micro-organism such as yeast or bacteria that produces desired products. Once fermentation is 
complete, they can be removed via filtration and purified to the desired quality. Organic acids 
produced are often neutralized during fermentation and require acidification. Sulfuric acid is 
commonly used to lower solution pH and produce the desire organic products. Excess acid is 
then removed and discarded [54]. Figure 4 presents a process flow diagram of citric acid 
production from fermentation summarizing the steps involved in synthesis. A large number of 
articles have been produced documenting the breakdown, conversion, and purification of organic 
acids from sources such as yeast [55,56], Aspergillus niger [57,58], and Rhizopus orizae [59,60]. 
From these articles, it becomes evident that the most energy and cost intensive steps of 




Figure 4. Citric Acid Production from Fermentation.  
 Separation of organic products from fermentation broth in a batch or continuous process 
occurs through either a multi-filtration or chromatography process [61]. The initial steps separate 
cells and particulates from the broth while subsequent steps remove the desired products out of 
the broth. Often a continuous fermentation process is preferred over batch operations due to the 
ability to produce and remove organic acid products simultaneously and in larger quantities as 
compared to batch processes [62]. Continuous removal of products serves two purposes. First, 
many desired products can be toxic to the species producing at high concentrations, therefore 
high titers are not possible. In order to maximize product formation, products are removed to 
reduce product toxicity, ensuring cell longevity. Second, removal of desired products can allow 
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side products to be consumed by bacteria and converted to desired products once high 
concentrations of waste products have been achieved in the broth. If products are intracellular, 
continuous product recovery isn’t possible and batch operations are conducted. Recovery of 
products from batch operations generally occurs by cell lysing followed by filtration or 
extraction of products.  
 Once products are recovered from fermentation, purification is often needed. This step 
can take many forms and can be simple or complex depending on the nature of the organic 
product to be recovered. For most organic acids, products are typically recovered via 
electrodialysis, liquid extraction, or crystallization. Liquid extraction is the most common due to 
its simplistic approach and high recoveries and short retention times [14,63,64]. The main 
drawback is that harsh chemicals are often required which produces large amounts of hazardous 
waste. Electrodialysis allows selective recovery of ionic products with low energy requirements. 
Disadvantages include selectivity issues with membranes and limitations on final product 
concentrations due to water and co-ion transport, often resulting in secondary purification steps 
required. Salting out is typically done by the addition of a stripping salt which generates an 
organic acid rich phase above the aqueous phase. This is effective for quick recovery of organics 
but requires large quantities of salt and extraction efficiency is limited to 85-90% [65,66]. 
Crystallization is very common and beneficial because crystals can easily be recovered via 
filtration and dried to high purity. Limitations result when large amounts of waste salt are 
produced when crystals require dissolution to an acid state.  
 Reduction in power consumption coupled with techniques for increased productivity are 
necessary for many biological pathways for organic acid production to achieve full-scale 
implementation. The most intensive step of product recovery is dewatering. Dewatering a 
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solution can occur through crystallization, electrodialysis, or liquid-liquid extraction. Typical 
electrodialytic separations require 0.2-22.84 kWh/kg product and cost about $0.105-0.427/kg 
acid recovered [67,68]. For example, succinic acid production through biological pathways has 
been produced at $0.55-2.20/kg using electrodialysis and liquid-liquid extraction while the cost 
of lactic acid manufacturing is approximately $0.55/kg [52,69–71]. The main targets for cost 
reduction in electrodialysis are decreasing membrane costs, improving anti-fouling capabilities 
of membranes, and improving membrane selectivity over co-ions [1,72].  
Power Generation through Reverse Electrodialysis 
 With the growing demand for energy coupled with concerns over greenhouse gas 
emissions and petroleum supplies, salient gradient energy has become a topic of interest in the 
development of sustainable, renewable energy sources. Salient gradient energy is the extraction 
of mixing energy between two solutions through the application of membranes [73]. Originally 
proposed by Pattle in the 1950’s and later by Norman and Loeb in the 1970’s, salient gradient 
energy has emerged as a method of sustainable power generation with as much as 1.4-2.6 TW of 
global production possible [74–76]. This process occurs through two technologies; PRO and 
RED [77–79]. PRO is the use of an osmotic pressure gradient to build pressure to move and 
generate electricity through a turbine. RED relies on the Gibbs free energy of mixing associated 
with solutions of differing salinities to generate electricity [80,81]. Several papers have been 
published on both topics with little agreement over which technology is more economical. PRO 
studies have reported power outputs has high as 5 W/m2 [76]. However, the only pilot/industrial 
plans for this technology underway are in the Netherlands using RED [82]. 
 RED is the generation of electrical power through separation of solutions at different 
salinities by semi-permeable membranes [83]. Since the solutions are at differing salinities, ions 
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will move from one compartment to another through controlled mixing. Careful arrangement of 
membranes result in negative ions flowing in one direction and positive ions flowing in the 
opposite direction. This directionality of ion mixing results in electric current which can be 
recovered as usable power. Figure 5 shows the energy production process through RED. 
 
 A major issue concerning RED is that of energy recovery. Veerman et al. reported that 
1.7 MJ is generated when 1 m3 of seawater is mixed with 1 m3 of riverwater [84]. The issue is 
the extraction of this energy at high efficiencies. Typical energy extraction efficiencies for RED 
are low (7-22%) [84–86]. However, Post et al. reported an extraction of approximately 80% of 
the theoretical maximum through low current densities which resulted in low power densities 
[87]. The main tradeoff becomes the optimization of power density and extraction efficiency. 

































Figure 5. Power Generation through RED. E – Electrodes A – Anion 
Exchange Membranes C – Cation Exchange Membranes 
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 RED has made great strides in the past decade with much of the work going to the 
Nijmeijer group and Harmsen group in the Netherlands as well as Bruce Logan’s lab at Penn 
State [73,81,88–90]. Veermas et al. has found that minimization of the intermembrane distance 
significantly reduces cell resistance, maximizing power potential [88]. Further refinements have 
come from the use of conductive spacers [91], profiled membranes [92,93], and the design of 
ultra-thin ion exchange membranes [94]. Studies have also been conducted on the effects of 
fouling and channeling in RED systems [80,95]. At current state of the art, RED has produced 
power at 2.2 W/m2 [88]. The benchmark for industrial application is currently set at 5 W/m2 
signifying that there exists a need for further research in order to commercialize this technology.  
Mathematical Theory of Reverse Electrodialysis 
 In RED, the main objective is to maximize the power output from two mixing bodies of 
water. The maximum voltage obtainable from any two solutions is quantified by the Nernst 
equation presented in Equation 5 [81].  






        (5) 
 In this equations, Nc is the number of cell pairs, α is the membrane permselectivity, R is 
the ideal gas constant, T is the absolute temperature, z is the ionic valence, F is Faraday’s 
constant, Cc is the ion concentration in the concentrate (seawater) compartment, and Cd is the ion 
concentration in the dilute (freshwater) compartment. For seawater and freshwater solutions, the 
voltage potential generated per cell is approximately 0.4 V. From this potential, the limiting 
factor of resistance comes into play. System resistance has been the largest limitation for high 
power capabilities in RED with many efforts focused on the reduction of cell and membrane 
resistance [94,96,97]. Stack resistance can be determined from Equation 6 [76].  
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+ 𝑹𝑨𝑬𝑴   (6) 
 In this equation, Relectrode is the electrode resistance, RCEM is the cation exchange 
membrane resistance, RAEM is the anion exchange membrane resistance, kc is the concentrate ion 
conductivity, kd is the diluate ion conductivity, hc is the concentrate solution height, and hd is the 
diluate solution height. In most cases the electrode resistance is considered negligible with the 
majority of system resistance occurring through the ionic solutions and system membrane. Once 
resistance has been determined, the maximum theoretical power obtainable from RED can be 
calculated. The power obtained from RED can be determined from Equation 7.  




 In this equation, P is power, I is the system current, and Rload is the load resistance placed 
upon the stack. Knowing that the maximum obtainable power from RED occurs when Rload is 
equivalent to Rstack, the maximum gross power obtainable can be calculated from Equation 8.  
            𝑷𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 =  
∆𝑽𝟐
𝟖𝑹𝒔𝒕𝒂𝒄𝒌
       (8) 
From the gross power potential, the net power can be determined by subtracting out energy 
required to pump solutions through the system as written in Equation 9. 
 𝑷𝒏𝒆𝒕 = 𝑷𝒈𝒓𝒐𝒔𝒔 − 𝑷𝒑𝒖𝒎𝒑       (9) 
With net power calculated, RED techniques can then be compared for efficacy while variables 
such as intermembrane distance, solution conductivity, and membrane characteristics 
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In this study, we present a system capable of concentrating, acidifying, and removing organic 
salts from aqueous solution through the use of ionic liquids in an electrodialysis stack. This 
system used a bipolar electrodialysis stack operating in batch mode with ionic liquids in the 
concentrate stream and an aqueous solution containing organic salts in the diluate stream. 
Sodium butyrate was used as our model organic salt. The desired organic product was 
successfully transferred from an aqueous phase to an ionic liquid phase through electrodialysis 
and then recovered from the ionic liquid. Bipolar electrodialysis produced butyric acid which 
allowed separation through distillation. Since ionic liquids possess no measurable vapor 
pressure, this process was able to recover organic acid at a recovery rate of 99% and recycle the 
ionic liquid back into the electrodialysis stack. This system also reduced separation energy 
requirements by 60% when compared to distillation from aqueous solution. The research 
presented has the potential to significantly improve upon current organic acid purification 
techniques by eliminating costly dehydration steps following fermentations and other typical 
organic acid production methods. By combining the versatility of ionic liquids with the energy 
efficiency of electrodialysis, a simple low-cost organic acid purification method has been 
developed. 











 Organic acids are a vital commodity in the chemical industry. Their use ranges from the 
food industry to pharmaceuticals. Typical organic acid production involves fermentation and 
acid neutralization to produce organic salts. These salts are then treated with concentrated 
sulfuric acid to create desired organic acid products. Products are then separated from solution 
and the waste acid is neutralized. This process is well understood and efficient; however, it 
requires large quantities of acid and produces large amounts of waste [1]. Additionally, 
purification of organic acids from aqueous solutions requires multi-step distillation, an energy 
intensive and costly procedure [2]. In order to reduce the costs associated with acid and waste 
treatment, a novel separation technique using electrodialysis in conjunction with ionic liquids has 
been developed for the purification of organic acids.  
 Electrodialysis (ED) is a process in which ions are transferred from a dilute stream into a 
concentrate stream through semi-permeable membranes by the application of an electric field. 
ED has traditionally been used to remove ions from solutions, most often the desalination of 
brackish water [3]. The development of bipolar membranes has allowed salt concentration and 
acidification to occur simultaneously in an ED cell. Bipolar membrane electrodialysis (BPED) 
has been used for a broad range of applications from de-acidification of fruit juices to the 
synthesis and recovery of acids and bases [4-6]. Recovery of light carboxylic acids through ED 
has already been tested and successfully performed [7]. However, recovery of concentrated 
organic acids from aqueous solution can be difficult and energy intensive [8, 9]. Azeotropes and 
high boiling points make traditional distillation techniques cost ineffective. Use of liquid-liquid 
extraction requires separation from ternary mixtures, which results in low extraction efficiencies 




using calcium chloride and potassium chloride respectively. However, maximum purity of 
samples obtained after separation were only 80% acid with the remaining solution being water 
and salt. Additionally, obtaining the organic acid solution required additional separation steps in 
order to remove the remaining salt and water. Therefore, a simple and cost-effective method for 
purifying organic acids from aqueous solution is needed for organic acid production. 
Modification of electrodialysis technologies through dialyzing ions into an ionic liquid solvent 
may be a solution to this difficult chemical separation. 
 Ionic liquids hold the potential to drastically improve the ED industry by becoming an 
ideal solvent for concentrating solutions as their low volatility allows for easy separation and 
unique solvent properties allow for expanded applications. Ionic liquids are liquid salts and have 
a wide variety of applications such as catalysis, extraction, crystallization, and gas absorption 
[13, 14]. Recently, Nobel et al. investigated the use of ionic liquids in membrane systems and 
designed supported liquid membranes using ionic liquids for gas separation applications [15, 16]. 
Their work demonstrated the advantages and versatility that ionic liquids possess in the 
development of membrane separation technology. Ionic liquids possess many unique properties 
such as non-flammability, low toxicity, and are considered "green solvents" due to their 
recyclability. However, recent studies suggest that some ionic liquids are difficult to decompose, 
indicating that not all varieties can be considered environmentally friendly [17]. Ionic liquids are 
also considered designer solvents due to the ability to change the cation and anion components of 
the liquid. This allows researchers to synthesize ionic liquids with specific chemical properties to 
suit the needs of a given application. These designer solvents are considered non-volatile, 
allowing volatile components to be separated easily from ionic liquids through vaporization in 




for ionic liquid synthesis and purification purposes [19-22]. For example Himmler et al. used 
BPED to isolate an ionic liquid cation to design and develop new ionic liquids [19]. Additionally 
Haerens et al. produced low concentrations of the ionic liquid choline dicyanamide from salt 
solutions using ED [21]. Research into the use of organic and mixed solvents for ED has also 
been conducted [23-25]. Li et al. used a methanol solution for BPED in the production of methyl 
methoxyacetate [24]. This studies’ approach to non-aqueous media in ED allowed novel 
synthesis and separation methods to be developed. Yet, to our knowledge, this is the first study 
investigating the use of ionic liquids as a concentration medium in ED and BPED.  
 Ionic liquids are ideal for ED and BPED electrodialysis due to their potential to assist in 
the separation of organic acids, salts, and other desirable products from aqueous solution [26, 
27]. Since ionic liquids possess no vapor pressure, organic acids are easily separated from an 
ionic liquid solvent through distillation with a significant reduction in energy requirements when 
compared to distillation in an aqueous phase [13]. A major drawback to using ionic liquid 
solvents is the large cost associated with producing the ionic liquids. Significant research into the 
use of ionic liquids in ED has focused on the synthesis and purification of ionic liquids to reduce 
this high cost [21, 27]. Preliminary results show that research efforts in the improvement of ionic 
liquid production techniques are promising in that ionic liquids will soon be produced in large 
quantities at a much lower cost (50 USD per kg versus current prices of >1000 USD per kg) [28]. 
With these cost-reductions in ionic liquid synthesis, we believe that ionic liquids have the 
capability of improving ED techniques as a novel solvent for concentrating and purifying organic 
products.  
 The purpose of this study was to determine the feasibility of using an ionic liquid as the 




aqueous phase into an ionic liquid solution through ED and/or BPED. Our hypothesis was that 
ionic liquids can be used to remove organic salts from an aqueous phase into an ionic liquid 
phase with minimal interaction between the two phases. Since ionic liquids can support 
ionization, a completely water free separation is possible. For this study, sodium butyrate (NaBu) 
was used as a model organic salt. Butyrate salts can be synthesized via fermentation systems and 
are similar to other organic salts (acetic, formic, propionic). Additionally, focus on butanol 
biofuels has led research into the enhanced production of precursor molecules, i.e. butyrate and 
butyric acid. This study also investigated the feasibility of acidifying salt solutions through the 
use of bipolar membranes. Ionic liquids’ low vapor pressures allow extracted butyric acid to be 
recovered through conventional distillation at a much lower energy cost compared to aqueous 
phase distillation [13]. Additionally, ionic liquids’ designable physicochemical properties make 
them ideal for organic acid recovery. Fadeev and Meagher investigated the use of imidazolium 
based ionic liquids in the extraction of butanol from aqueous solutions [27]. Ha et al. has studied 
liquid-liquid extraction of organic solvents using a wide variety of ionic liquids [10]. However, 
ED and BPED have never been reported with a two phase aqueous/ionic liquid configuration. 
We hypothesize that through BPED, we can transfer organic salts from fermentation broth into 
an ionic liquid in an acidified form, resulting in the development of a simple and cost-effective 





Figure 1. Ionic Liquid Assisted Electrodialysis. EMIM – 1-ethyl-3-methyl 
imidazolium Triflate – trifluoromethanesulfonate H+ – Hydrogen Na+ – Sodium 
HOH – Water BPM – Bipolar Membrane AEM – Anion Exchange Membrane CEM 






2.1 Chemical and Membrane Information 
 The ionic liquid used during experimentation was 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium-
triflouromethansulfonate obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and produced by BASF. This ionic liquid 
was chosen due to its availability and ideal chemical and physical characteristics. For this 
process the ionic liquid needed to be a stable liquid at room temperature, non-volatile at 
temperatures greater than 165 °C (boiling point of butyric acid), and possess a high 
butyrate/butyric acid solubility and ionic conductivity. Table 1 lists some of the key properties of 
the ionic liquid, indicating why it is an ideal first candidate. Deionized water was obtained from 
a Millipore Milli-Q Water System. Sodium butyrate and butyric acid were of analytical grade 
(>98%) and were purchased from Alfa Aesar. Tokuyama CMX cation and AMX anion exchange 
membranes were purchased from Electrolytica and bipolar membranes were purchased from 
Ameridia. Chemicals and membranes were used in experiments as received.  
Table 1. Properties of Ionic Liquid 
 
Melting Point -13 °C 
Boiling Point 350 °C 
Molecular Mass 260.24 g/mol 
Density 1.387 g/cm3 
Electrical Conductivity 7.61 mS/cm 
Viscosity 52 cP @ Room Temperature 
Water Solubility Soluble 
 
2.2 ED/BPED Configuration 
 Batch electrodialysis operations were performed using Mityflex 913 peristaltic pumps to 
move fluid through a PCCell ED 64-4 electrodialysis stack in a four chamber, single cell 
configuration. DC power was supplied by a Gwinstek GPR-3060P power supply. Table 2 shows 
the specifications of the electrodialysis stack which had a single diluate and concentrate stream. 




and the rinse well contained 500 mL of a 0.1N sodium sulfate solution. During ionic liquid 
experiments, 20g/L butyrate was present in the concentrate stream initially unless otherwise 
specified. Samples were taken every half hour for 3 hours then every hour afterwards. 
Experiments continued until system voltage reached 5.0 V at which point constant current could 
no longer be maintained. Cell internal leakage of our system is rated for operation between 3-30 
mL/h and for our purposes leakage was maintained below 7 mL/hr. This is considered acceptable 
leakage for a small ED stack. 
Table 2. Technical features of the Electrodialysis Stack 
Anode Titanium, Pt/Ir coating 
Cathode Titanium, Pt/Ir coating 
Cell Frame Polypropylene 
Tubes Polypropylene 
Anion Membrane NEOSEPTA CMS of Tokuyama Corp. 
Cation Membrane NEOSEPTA AFX of Tokuyama Corp.  
Bipolar Membrane NEOSEPTA BP-1E of ASTOM Corp. 
Effective Membrane Area 64 cm2 
 
2.3 Analysis of diluate and concentrate solutions 
 High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to analyze butyrate and ionic 
liquid concentrations of the diluate and concentrate streams. The HPLC system consisted of a 
Waters 717 plus autosample injector, a Waters 1525 binary HPLC pump, an IC-Pak™ ion-
exclusion column (7.8mm x 150mm), and a Waters 2414 refractive index detector. The solvent 
used during analysis was 0.5 mM/L sulfuric acid at a flowrate of 1.0 mL/min. A Mettler-Toledo 
DL31 Karl-Fischer titrator was used to analyze water leakage into the ionic liquid during ED 
experiments. A drying oven was used to determine the concentration of butyric acid present in 
ionic liquid samples. Gas chromatography was also used to confirm the presence of butyric acid 




FFAP, 30 m x .32 mm x .25 μm. The oven temperature was set at a 40-230 °C ramp with the 
injector and detector set at a temperature of 250 °C. 
2.4 Current Efficiency and Product Yield Calculations 
 The current efficiency, η, was calculated according to Equation 1: 
 
 where z is the ionic valence of the acid, Q is the diluate flow rate, F is Faraday's constant, Cdi 
is the inlet diluate solute concentration, Cdo is the outlet diluate solute concentration, N is the 
number of cell pairs, and I is the current.  
   For our experiments, the ionic valence and number of cells pairs were both one. The 
equation was modified for long term runs where samples were taken at regular time intervals 
instead of constant monitoring of the inlet and outlet concentrations. The adapted equation for 
current efficiency is given as Equation 2.  
 
In equation 2, V is the volume of the diluate, Cf is the diluate solute concentration at time t, Ci is 
the initial diluate solute concentration, M is the organic salt molecular mass, I is the system 
current, and t is experimental run time. The recovery ratio of samples and ED power 
consumption was determined using Equations 3 and 4 respectively  
 
 
where V is the system voltage, I is the system current, and η is the current efficiency [11]. 




 In order to obtain an estimation of the power requirements for organic acid separation 
from fermentation system, a process simulation was created using CHEMCAD® software. This 
software was used to simulate the separation steps required for purifying butyric acid from a 
fermentation broth. For simplicity, additional by-products were not inserted into the simulation 
and the expected butyric acid yield from fermentation steps was 20 g/L with a final target purity 
of approximately 95 weight percent. Distillation, electrodialysis, and flash separations were 
considered during the simulation and power requirements were determined and compared. 
Results & Discussion 
3.1 Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate with Aqueous Concentration Stream. 
 
 Electrodialysis experiments of butyrate from water solvents were carried out in order to 
determine the salt removal rate and current efficiency obtained from a traditional electrodialysis 
procedure. Multiple trials were conducted for the initial removal rate up to 3 hours of operation, 
and a single long term trial of seven hours was conducted. The long term trial was conducted 
until the limiting current density was reached as evidenced by a decrease in electrical 
conductivity from 3.67 mS/cm to 300 μS/cm in 2 hours and a spike in the output voltage. The 
results of these experiments are shown in Figure 2. The concentration of sodium butyrate 
increased in the concentrate stream during experimentation at a rate of approximately 2.2 g/L-hr. 
Final concentration of butyrate in the diluate was <0.01% in the long term study. The average 
current efficiency during ED operation was 82% with a maximum current efficiency obtained of 
98% while power requirements were approximately 1 kwh/kg for butyrate concentration. Current 
efficiency and power requirements for butyrate removal were similar to results obtained by 






3.2 Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate with Ionic Liquid Concentration Stream. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
 Electrodialysis of butyrate experiments using an ionic liquid as the concentrate stream 
solvent was conducted. Sodium butyrate was added at 16 g/L to the concentrate stream compared 
to 20 g/L in the feed stream. This concentration was allowed separation at high conductivity 
without running into solubility problems. The results of this study are shown in Figure 3. The 
average current efficiency was 30% with the maximum current efficiency obtained of 37%. This 
corresponds to a butyrate removal rate of 0.98 g/L h. This experiment demonstrates two things. 
First, that we can use a “neat” ionic liquid to separate organic acid and second that although it is 
significantly lower current efficiency than water, it is still high enough to be reasonable. Li et al. 
conducted bipolar electrodialysis in a methanol solution with current efficiencies ranging 
Figure 2. Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate using Water as concentrate 
solvent.,kj : Diluate   m: Concentrate. η ≈ 86% Solid line denotes system 
voltage. Constant current was not maintained after 5 hours due to system 





between 2.7-15.4% [24]. Additionally, mixed solvent electrodialysis was conducted by Gartner 
et al. using an ethylene glycol and water mixture with current efficiencies ranging from 78-
100%, demonstrating that water content in ED streams significantly effects electrical resistance 
and current efficiency [29]. 
 
3.3 Bipolar Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate with Aqueous Concentrate Stream. 
 
 In a fermentation broth, organic products will be in the salt form due to pH control 
required for organism growth. However, in order to boil these products, it must be in the acid 
form and thus ED technology can be used to separate the organic salt and convert it to the acid 
form. Bipolar electrodialysis experiments resulted in conversion of sodium butyrate to butyric 
acid with accumulation in the concentrate compartment. Figure 4 shows the results of BPED 
Figure 3. Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate using Ionic Liquid as 
concentrate solvent. : Diluate  : Concentrate. η ≈ 33% Solid line 




experiments using and aqueous solution in the concentrate stream. Power requirements for 
BPED of sodium butyrate were comparable to ED experiments. GC analysis of samples after 
BPED operation confirmed the presence of butyric acid in the concentrate stream. Butyric acid 
concentration was approximately 1.3 weight % or 13 g/L after 7 hours of ED operation and flash 
separations to recover generated butyric acid from ionic liquid solution. Final butyrate 
concentration (salt and acid form) in solution was 3 weight % or 30 g/L. System current 
efficiency was approximately 95%. Both diluate and concentrate pH decreased from 
approximately 7.8 to 4.8. The rinse solution pH increased from 8.1 to 12.5. These pH changes 
are expected due to the bipolar membrane forming hydroxide ions in the rinse solution and 
hydronium ions in the concentrate solution. Additionally, a decrease in butyrate concentration in 
the diluate stream was expected as confirmed by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation.  
 
Figure 4. Bipolar Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate using 
Water as concentrate solvent.  : Diluate     : Concentrate. η ≈ 




3.4 Bipolar Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate with Ionic Liquid Concentration Stream. 
 
 The use of an ionic liquid solvent in BPED would allow the removal of desired organic 
salts from an aqueous solution. Further, the use of bipolar membranes allows acidification of 
organic salts to organic acids to occur, resulting in a trifecta of phenomenon occurring in the 
BPED stack: salt removal from aqueous solution, salt concentration, and salt acidification. BPED 
using ionic liquids resulted in successful transfer of sodium butyrate. Pure ionic liquid with no 
added butyrate was used for this experiment. The results of these experiments are shown in 
Figure 5. Comparison of Figures 3 and 5 showed that current efficiency diminished upon use of 
the bipolar membranes due to additional power required for water splitting in the bipolar 
membrane. Sodium butyrate concentrations in the concentrate compartment were unquantifiable 
until 3 hours of ED system operation. After 3 hours, the concentration slowly increased, leading 
to a system current efficiency of approximately 11%. The addition of the bipolar membrane 
allowed conversion of sodium butyrate into butyric acid in the ionic liquid. Generated acid was 
then separated from the ionic liquid through evaporation where it was collected and analyzed via 
gas chromatography. GC analysis showed recovered butyric acid concentrations of 
approximately 0.7 weight % or 7 g/L after 10 hours of ED operation. Although only 3 g/L was 
recovered from electrodialysis, the flash separation was able to concentrate the recovered butyric 
acid further to 7 g/L by separating the acid from the ionic liquid solution. This demonstrated the 
benefit of using ionic liquids in that flash separations can further enhance the purification of 





3.5 Butyric acid extraction efficiency and power consumption through ED and BPED 
 
 Butyric acid produced from experiments was separated from ionic liquid using a 
TurboVap® 500 closed cell concentrator. Butyric acid concentrations are shown in Table 2 
below. The extraction efficiency for butyric acid was approximately 99% when concentrated 
solutions of butyric acid in ionic liquid were flashed at 160 °C. This demonstrates that we are 
capable of separating butyric acid completely from ionic liquid. Table 3 compares this efficiency 
with other separation methods researched for butyric acid, butanol, and other organic acid 
production methods. LLE offers fairly high extraction efficiencies. However, multiple steps are 
often required for adequate separation, and ternary mixtures can often lead to complications in 
industrial separations. Ionic liquids have been incorporated into LLE techniques for organic acid 
Figure 5. Bipolar Electrodialysis of Sodium Butyrate using Ionic Liquid as 





removal, but water contamination is an issue which complicates acid purification [30]. Salting 
techniques has been used to produce butyric acid [11, 12], but large amounts of waste are 
produced as a byproduct of salt removal. BPED with ionic liquids offers high extraction 
efficiency without by-products making it a viable candidate for industrial production.  
 The power consumption to transport butyric acid into ionic liquids was comparable to 
current power consumption levels of other ED separations. Table 4 shows the power 
consumption of ionic liquid assisted electrodialysis compared with other ED techniques. The low 
current efficiency was the largest contributor to the power costs for this technique. Fortunately, 
current efficiency improvements will have a drastic effect on reducing the power costs of BPED 
with IL. The power costs can also be reduced by determining another ionic liquid that will 
reduce water contamination in the concentrate and improve the selectivity of the process.  
Table 3. Butyric acid Recovery from Concentrate Solution 
Experiment Type Butyric Acid Generation Rate 
(g/L h) 
Final Butyric Acid Concentration 
(g/L) 
BPED Water 1.0  10.1 
BPED Water 1.4 13.6 
BPED Water 1.4 13.7 
BPED IL 0.6 7.23 











Table 4. Comparison of Butyric acid recovery rates based on method of separation 
 
Separation Method Study Recovery Ratio 




Salting Technique Wu (2010) 86% 
ED & Flash This study 99% 
 
Table 5. Comparison of Separation Power Requirements  




2.15 – 2.88 kWh/kg 




1.58 – 5.87 kWh/kg 
η = 65-86% 
BPED This study 
0.91 – 1.14 kWh/kg 
η = 80-95% 
BPED & IL This study 
2.38 – 8.02 kWh/kg 
η = 11-37% 
 
3.6 Analysis of multi-solvent ED and BPED transport mechanism through conductivity and product 
solubility. 
 
 Through the course of experiments, a significant decrease in current efficiency and 
overall butyric acid transport was observed when using the ionic liquid solvent. Possible reasons 
for this loss could include an increase in stack resistance resulting in lower transport rates, 
counter-ions preferentially transporting across the membrane instead of butyrate, internal water 
splitting within the ED cell, back diffusion, water leakage, or a combination of these occurring. 
In order to understand this issue in greater detail, experiments were conducted to determine 
which factors were affecting ion transport. Electrical conductivity readings during experiments 
showed that ionic liquid solutions had a greater electrical conductivity than aqueous solutions. 
This implies that resistivity in the concentrate stream is improved when using ionic liquids. 
However, it is evident that ion transport is diminished, so the resistivity was not the main cause 




organic salt concentration obtainable in the chosen ionic liquid. Salts were added to water, ionic 
liquid, and a mixture of solvents to determine the effects of water contamination on organic salt 
dissolution. The results of this study are summarized in Figure 6. Experiments with water 
showed a linear increase in electrical conductivity with addition of organic salt and complete 
dissolution of butyrate to a concentration of 40 g/L. This indicates that the butyrate salt is all in 
the ionized form and correlates well with the ED results showing high current efficiency except 
when ionic concentration in the diluate was extremely low. Ionic liquid showed a negligible 
change of electrical conductivity with addition of butyrate with some of the salt remaining in the 
solid form above 3 g/L. This demonstrates that in earlier experiments (Figure 2) small amounts 
of water were necessary to add butyric acid and butyrate salt into the ionic liquid solution, 
showing that water content was important in solubilization (which we saw > 16 g/L). Thus, 
although we have a nearly “neat” ionic liquid, the small amount of water in the solution was 
important in ionization and solubility. This may not be the case for all ionic liquids but it was the 





3.7 Analysis of organic acid purification energy costs. 
 
 A simulation of organic acid purification from a diluate fermentation stream was 
conducted using CHEMCAD® software. Two cases were analyzed for comparison purposes: 
one case where electrodialysis without ionic liquids was followed by distillation and a second 
case where electrodialysis with ionic liquids was followed by flash separations. The basis for 
separations was 1 kg of butyrate and the current efficiency for electrodialysis separations ranged 
from 95 to 80% and 33 to 11% for water and ionic liquid respectively. From these two 
Figure 6. Electrical Conductivity of Water and Ionic Liquid Solutions. Top Left—
Conductivity vs. Salt concentration for Water and Ionic Liquid Solutions   : Water  : Ionic 
Liquid  Top Right— Conductivity vs Salt concentration for Ionic Liquid Water solutions at 
low water concentrations  : Ionic Liquid and Water Mix  Water Content Bottom Left— 
Conductivity vs. Water concentration for Ionic Liquid solutions  Bottom Right— 
Conductivity vs Salt concentration for Ionic Liquid Water solutions at moderate water 




simulations, the minimal energy input required for separations was determined. The energy 
requirements for butyrate purification are shown in Figure 7. Electrodialysis inputs were lower in 
the pure water case; however, the large energy demand and complexity of distillation makes this 
case very uneconomical. It is this secondary separation step that makes the use of ionic liquids in 
electrodialysis advantageous when compared to other separation techniques. However, it is 
important to note that commercial production of organic acids rely on precipitation of organic 
salts and re-acidification of organic salts to facilitate water removal. The energy requirements of 
salting out desired organic products were lower than ionic liquid separation techniques; however, 
the extra raw materials needed and waste produced from this process makes it undesirable. We 
believe that through further design of ionic liquids we can lower the cost of the overall process 
such that it will be economical to produce organic acids through ionic liquid assisted 
electrodialysis.  
 Organic acid concentration is important in determining the cost of aqueous organic acid 
recovery. However, since the butyric acid is going to be recovered by distillation by flashing the 
minor component (the butyric acid) rather than the major component (the water or ionic liquid), 
concentration of butyric acid should not directly affect the overall cost of separation. If a high 
concentration butyric acid stream is required, work by Du et al. [31] has shown that butyric acid 
can be concentrated to levels greater than 180 g/L. In this case the separation would be limited 
by solubility of butyric acid in ionic liquid. If new ionic liquids can be tested and developed with 






In this work we demonstrated that ionic liquids can be used in electrodialysis to remove 
organic salts and acids from an aqueous phase. We also showed that bipolar membrane 
electrodialysis can be used with our developed method to concentrate, acidify, and phase-change 
valuable organic products. Electrodialysis with ionic liquids generated sodium butyrate with a 
current efficiency of approximately 30%. Bipolar membrane electrodialysis generated butyric 
acid with a current efficiency of approximately 11%. Butyric acid was recovered from our ionic 
liquid solvent with a 99% recovery rate, producing a 1% solution of butyric acid. Water 
contamination was the greatest factor for the dilution of our recovered acid. Results from 
Figure 7. Block Diagram with Power Requirements for Organic Acid Separation. 




experimentation indicated that solvent interaction could not be avoided. Further research will 
investigate other ionic liquids to reduce water contamination in the concentrate stream and 
improve current efficiency and ion selectivity. Initial simulations of organic acid separations 
appear promising with improvements to overall current efficiency resulting in a decrease in 
energy and production costs. A hydrophobic ionic liquid that reduces interaction with water but 
still demonstrates a high solubility for organic acids and salts would be the ideal solvent. With 
subsequent research, a simple technique for purifying organic acids can be developed.  
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Nomenclature 
AEM  Anion Exchange Membrane 
BPED  Bipolar Membrane Electrodialysis 
BPM  Bipolar Membrane 
CEM  Cation Exchange Membrane 
Cdi  Sodium Butyrate Concentration in Diluate Inlet (g/L) 
Cdo   Sodium Butyrate Concentration in Diluate Outlet (g/L) 
Cf  Final Sodium Butyrate Concentration in Diluate Compartment (g/L) 
Ci  Initial Sodium Butyrate Concentration in Diluate Compartment (g/L) 




F   Faradays Constant (C/mol) 
I   Current (mA) 
LLE  Liquid-Liquid Extraction 
IL  Ionic Liquid 
M  Molecular Mass (g/mol) 
N  Number of cells 
Q  Volumetric Flow rate (mL/min) 
t  Time (h) 
V  Compartment Volume (mL) 
z  Ion valence 
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Purification of organic acids through electrodialysis has been studied extensively over the past 
two decades; however, little work has been done on attempting to utilize electrodialysis for 
solvent replacement for improved acid recovery. This study presents the use of ionic liquids as a 
secondary electrodialysis solvent in order to transport organic acids from a water phase into an 
ionic liquid phase. Specifically, the use of wafer enhanced electrodeionization (WE-EDI) 
techniques with ionic liquids is investigated to improve system performance. Incorporation of 
ionic liquids allows continuous separation with high solvent recyclability and low operation 
hazards. Through wafer technology, current efficiencies reached 37-90% with energy 
consumption rates of approximately 1.25-2.80 kWh/kg acid recovered. Improved separation 
efficiencies were due to improved electrical conductance of the solutions provided by addition of 
the resin wafer into the cell compartments. The influence of solution conductivity and current 
density on separation performance was also studied. It was found that high current densities 
resulted in higher ion and water transport. Solubility of products, ionic liquid solution 
characteristics, and water contamination were also found to have a significant impact on current 
efficiency and power consumption. Through this project, separation of organic acids into ionic 
liquids with low energy requirements and high separation efficiencies was achieved.  
 







Electrodialysis with Ionic 
Liquids 
2.38 – 8.02 kWh/kg 
η = 11-37% 
Electrodeionization with Ionic 
Liquids 
1.25 – 2.80 kWh/kg 







                                 
                           Wafer-Electrodeionization resulted in 
improved separation efficiency of organic 






 Organic acids are valuable products that are used in a multitude of industries. Purification 
of these products often requires significant energy and solvent requirements, opening the way for 
novel and sustainable separation processes [1–3]. Current separation techniques employ liquid-
liquid extraction, or a salting out process, which requires large amounts of solvent and produces 
waste [4,5]. Liquid-liquid also often results in complex separations and non-ideal extraction 
efficiencies [6,7]. Ion exchange has also been employed and is generally a prime choice when 
acidifying organic salts due to low cost; however, the resins used require periodic regeneration 
resulting in waste produced [8,9]. A more sustainable method is needed to further enhance the 
efficiency of the production of organic acids. An ideal separation procedure would use a 
recyclable solvent, have low energy requirements, and a reduced carbon footprint. One such 
procedure would be the incorporation of novel recyclable solvents in electrodeionization (EDI). 
This study investigates the possibility of this process through the use of ionic liquids with wafer 
enhanced EDI. 
 Membrane separation techniques have been developed to purify organic acids, with 
significant promise in electrodialysis and EDI [2,10–14]. Electrodialysis (ED) is a charged based 
separation in which a current is applied to facilitate ion transport from one solution to another. 
ED allows the manipulation of charged species in a solution while maintaining the integrity of 
non-ionic molecules. This allows ions to be added or removed when necessary. ED is most 
commonly used in industry for the desalting of brackish water and de-ashing of whey in the dairy 
industry [15–17]. The limitations of ED are that as ions are reduced in a solution, more power is 
needed to move current through that solution resulting in larger power requirements for solutions 




ions you can remove before ED becomes inoperable (limiting current density), thus new methods 
are needed for complete ion removal [19]. EDI is capable of concentrating high value products 
down to extremely low concentrations [20,21]. This occurs through the use of ion exchange 
resins within solution compartments that enhance solution conductivity and ion transport. 
Through EDI, ion removal can progress well beyond the limiting current density found in ED 
and high recovery of ionic products can be obtained [20,22]. Examples of EDI’s use in industry 
are through metal contamination removal and the development of ultrapure water for electronics 
and pharmaceutical manufacturing [21]. The limitations of EDI are that pretreatment steps are 
needed to ensure fouling of membranes is negligible often resulting in complex and costly 
shielding and anti-fouling measures to ensure proper membrane performance [23,24].  
 Arora et al. and others developed methods for creating ion exchange wafers from resins 
[22,25,26]. These wafers can be used to enhance electrical conductivity in solutions similar to 
EDI processes. The main difference using this technique is that the ion exchange resins are 
bound together using a polymer. The benefit to using a wafer is that electrode cells can be much 
thinner, and regeneration of the resin can occur within the cell through water splitting, resulting 
in a lower overall resistance in the electrodialytic stack. Previous research has been focused on 
the recovery of organic acids using wafer EDI techniques [25]; however, this technique has yet 
to be combined with ionic liquid assisted ED [27]. Ionic liquids are desirable in electrodialytic 
separations because of the versatility of these solvents. Ionic liquids are non-flammable, 
recyclable, possess low vapor pressure, and can easily be separated from organic acid via flash 
separations [28–30]. Use of ionic liquids instead of water reduces the energy required for 
downstream processing while allowing the ionic liquid solvent to be recycled back into the EDI 




 The use of non-aqueous solvents in ED and EDI has been previously studied. Kameche et 
al. investigated the effects of water-ethanol solutions on the acidification of organic salts in order 
to improve overall organic solubility [31]. Sridhar and Feldmann performed experiments on 
water-methanol mixtures for the production of sodium methoxide and acetoacetic ester using 
bipolar membranes in ED and found methoxide formation was possible but with low yield 
[32,33]. Xu et al. also conducted work in the use of organic/aqueous mixtures in ED for the 
production of organic acids [34]. The main results from these studies using non-aqueous 
solutions was that addition of organics resulted in lower solution conductivities, implying more 
energy was needed to produce the desired ionic products. Further, water was included to some 
degree, typically at 50 vol. %, in order to ensure reasonable ionic transport. Therefore, this 
research conducted is novel in that experiments performed were conducted using a neat ionic 
liquid solution that contained no water initially to determine if wafer EDI could overcome the 
transport limitations caused by non-aqueous solutions. 
 This study investigated the use of wafer EDI processes for the recovery of organic acids 
using ionic liquids as a recovery solvent. In this process, ionic liquids were circulated through 
the concentrate side of the EDI stack while an aqueous feed solution containing the desired 
organic product was circulated in the diluate stack. Figure 1 shows how the EDI cell was 
constructed. Since most organic acids exist as ionized salts in fermentation broth, organic salts 
were used in lieu of acids. Previous research demonstrated the feasibility of this process with 
organic salts and acids; however, significant ion transport resistance resulted in non-ideal current 
efficiencies [27]. Through the use of ion exchange resin wafer, higher ion transport can be 
achieved, improving the separation process and lowering power requirements over traditional ED 





Figure 1. Wafer Electrodeionization with Ionic Liquids Experimental Set-up 
Experimental  
2.1 Characteristics of Membranes and Chemicals used for Experimentation 
  Sodium butyrate and acetate were used as model organic salts and obtained from Alfa-
Aesar. Amberlite IRA-400 chloride form and Amberlite IR-120 plus were the resins used in 
construction of ion exchange wafers and obtained from Sigma-Aldrich. Polysulfone and sucrose 
used during wafer construction were obtained from VWR. Membranes used for EDI were 
NEOSEPTA AMX and CMX obtained from Tokuyama America. These membranes were chosen 
due to their wide availability and their robust nature to a wide variety of solvents. The ionic 
liquids used during experimentation were 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium-trifluourmethansulfonate 
(EMIM-OTIF) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (BMIM-ACE) obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich and produced by BASF. These ionic liquids were chosen due to their hydrophilicity, 
stable operating temperature range, and expected affinity for the organic products. Table 1 
summarizes the importance physical and chemical characteristics of the ionic liquids and 
membranes used during experiments as well as the solubilities of the chosen organic salts in the 











Thickness (mm) 0.14 0.17 - - 
Resistance (Ω cm2) 2.4 3.0 Varied Varied 
pH 0-8 0-10 0-14 0-14 
Temperature (°C) ≤ 40 ≤ 40 ≤ 113* ≤ 153* 
Density (g/cm3) - - 1.387 1.055 
Molecular Weight (g/mol) - - 260.23 198.26 
Butyrate Solubility (g/kg) - - 2.1 10.2 
Acetate Solubility (g/kg) - - -** >400 
Butyric Acid Solubility - - Soluble Soluble 
Acetic Acid Solubility -- - Soluble Soluble 
*Ionic Liquid Flash Points     
**Dissolution of sodium acetate crystals did not occur in EMIM-OTIF 
 
2.2 Wafer Construction and Electrodeionization Operation 
 Ion exchange wafers were produced by combining anion and cation exchange resin with 
polysulfone and sucrose in a (2.3:2.3:1:1.5) weight ratio respectively as established by Ho et al. 
[22]. Once combined, the mixture was spread into a metal mold where it was placed in a 
pneumatic press and heated to 237 °F at 10,000 psi for 90 minutes. After heating, the wafer was 
air cooled for 15 minutes, cut to fit the EDI stack, and soaked in deionized water for 20 minutes 
to dissolve the sucrose in the mixture. This provides porosity to the wafer which allows water to 
flow in and around the wafer during EDI operation. Wafers were placed in the diluate and 
concentrate compartment of the stack replacing the turbulence mesh typically found in a cell. 
The EDI stack used was a Micro Flow Cell purchased from ElectroCell North America, Inc. 
Table 2 lists the dimensions and operating conditions of the stack. Experiments were conducted 
with a 2 wt. % solution of organic salt (butyrate or acetate) in water on the dilute side. The 
concentrate compartment consisted of ionic liquid with no added organic salt due to solubility 




conducted in a batch system operating in a constant current mode to ensure linear ion depletion 
in the diluate compartment.   
Table 2. Experimental Conditions of Electrodeionization Stack 








Salt Acetate Acetate Butyrate Butyrate 
Number of Cells 1 1 1 1 
Current (A) 0.05 0.1-0.5 0.05 0.05 
System Voltage (V) 3.0-6.0 3.0-5.5 3.0-5.0 3.0-4.5 
Operation Time (h.) 7-10 7-10 10-24 7-12 
 
2.3 Solution Analysis and System Performance Elevation 
 High pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) was used to analyze butyrate and acetate 
concentrations of the diluate and concentrate streams. The HPLC system consisted of a Waters 
717 plus autosampler injector, a Waters 1525 binary HPLC pump, an IC-Pak™ ion-exclusion 
column (7.8mm x 150mm), and a Waters 2414 refractive index detector. The solvent used during 
analysis was 5 mM/L sulfuric acid at a flowrate of 1.0 mL/min. A Mettler-Toledo DL31 Karl-
Fischer and Brinkmann 701 KF Titrino titrator were used to analyze water leakage into the ionic 
liquid during ED experiments. 
2.4 EDI Current Efficiency and Power Consumption 
 System performance was measured primarily by current efficiency and power 
consumption for product recovery. Equation 1 denotes how current efficiency was calculated. 
 
where z is the ionic valence of the acid, V is the volume of the diluate compartment, F is 
Faraday's constant, Cf is the final salt concentration in the diluate compartment, Ci is the initial 




the system operation time. Once current efficiency was obtained, the power consumption for 
organic salt recovery was calculated from equation 2.  
 
Results and Discussion  
3.1 Electrodeionization of Ionic Liquid Solutions 
 ED was performed initially with water in both compartments to ensure proper stack 
configuration. Once the wafer-EDI cell was optimized, ionic liquid was placed in the concentrate 
compartment while a 2 wt. % sodium butyrate solution was placed in the dilute compartment, 
and the system was operated for 7-10 hours. Each experiment was duplicated to ensure accuracy 
of results and integrity of the EDI stack. Samples were taken, analyzed by HPLC, and the results 
are shown in Figure 2. Use of wafer-EDI resulted in an average current efficiency of 60% for 
EMIM-OTIF and 37% for BMIM-ACE. When sodium acetate was used, average current 
efficiencies were 75% for EMIM-OTIF and 63% for BMIM-ACE. The results from these 
experiments are presented in Figure 3. Experiments using sodium acetate and EMIM-OTIF 
resulted in a maximum current of 110%. This is a result of high ion diffusion during the initial 
hour of the experiment which occurred in conjunction with ion transport due to applied current. 
In Figure 3 only the diluate concentration for BMIM-ACE is shown due to high concentrations 
of acetate in the ionic liquid. Current efficiencies lower than ideal (> 90%) were caused by the 
ionic liquid’s consumption of applied current during operation. Since the solution is ionic, the 
applied current causes ionic movement of the solvent species, consuming part of the applied 
current in the process. Fortunately, this bulky nature of the anion and cation species of the ionic 




BMIM-ACE’s lower separation was attributed to its lower ion conductivity and ion affinity for 
the organic products tested as compared to EMIM-OTIF. When compared with a previous study 
using traditional ED and bipolar ED techniques, current efficiencies have improved significantly 
[27]. The system performance has been improved due to the improved electrical conductivity 
provided by using ion exchange wafers in the cell.  
 





Figure 3. Electrodeionization of Sodium Acetate with EMIM-OTIF and BMIM-ACE 
3.2 Water Transport and Influence on EDI Performance 
When conducting EDI in non-aqueous solutions, it is important to determine the degree of water 
transport during system operation. Water contamination results in increased power consumption 
during downstream purification of the organic products. Figure 4a shows the water content in 
ionic liquids during experimentation. As the experiments progress, water content increased 
linearly with time as a function of ion transport rate. The average water transport rate during 
operation was approximately 21.8g/h for EMIM-OTIF and 10.5 g/h for BMIM-ACE. Initial 
water concentrations were greater than zero due to mixing with entrained water present within 
the cell after cleaning between experiments. This is further evidenced by the increase in water 
transport rate at higher current densities as shown in Figure 4b. Limitation of water transport is 
crucial to minimize the power requirements and complexity of downstream processing. 




ion removal. Future studies will consider methods of limiting water transport through the use of 








3.3 Effects of Ionic Liquid and Acid Structure on EDI Performance 
 The ionic liquids used in this study display varying characteristics and affinities towards 
the organic products. Table 1 shows the solubility of the organic acids in the ionic liquids, 
suggesting that BMIM-ACE would outperform EMIM-OTIF during testing. However, the 
electrical conductivity and flow characteristics overshadowed the improvements expected. 
Figure 5 presents a comparison of the ionic liquids when recovering butyrate and acetate. 
BMIM-ACE had a high viscosity and was difficult to flow through solution, resulting in issues 
with water contamination and ion transport. This led to lower than expected current efficiencies 
for the ionic liquid. EDI did improve the performance of both ionic liquids; however, results 
indicate that other factors such as solution viscosity, water solubility, and product affinity in 
addition to electrical conductivity are important when recovering these organic products.  
 





3.4 Process Improvements through Ideal Solvent Selection 
 The use of wafer-EDI techniques has significantly improved the separation performance 
of ionic liquids in the recovery of organic salts, yet there are many other factors to consider when 
determining the ideal conditions for product recovery. Transport of co-ions and water has a 
direct impact on the overall complexity and energy requirements for product recovery. However, 
water contamination ionic liquid results in lower power consumption in the EDI system due to 
increased electrical conductivity of the solution. Figure 6 shows how electrical conductivity is 
influenced by water content in the ionic liquids. As water is added to the ionic liquid, 
conductivity is increased until water begins to solvate the ionic liquid (approximately 50 vol. %). 
After this point, the conductivity begins to drop due to lower ion concentrations in solution. 
What is important to note is that initially water can dramatically improve electrical conductivity 
in the solution which may be advantageous in EDI with ionic liquids. Figure 7 shows the effect 
of ionic liquids at various water concentrations on product requirements for organic acid 
recovery. Initially, total power consumption decreases with increasing water content due to the 
increase of conductivity of solution. Over time the increase in energy requirements for 
downstream processing dominates and power consumption increases linearly with water content. 
This data suggests that hydrophilic ionic liquids with small traces of water can recover organic 
acid products with lower overall energy requirements over neat ionic liquids. The main drawback 
is with water contamination; the final product would still need dewatering if high purity is 
desired, but through this process the majority of the water is removed allowing a much smaller 
dewatering step. Membrane development with a strong focus on limiting water transport during 




 Table 3 presents the power consumption for each of the four process methods tested. 
Through the use of wafer-EDI, power consumption for organic acid recovery utilizing ionic 
liquids has been reduced to levels below 2 kWh/kg. This reduction of power consumption in EDI 
is the lowest reported energy requirements for organic acid products to date, and the developed 
procedure requires the same power consumption as applications where only aqueous solutions 
are used. Further improvements to below 1kWh/kg are ideal. Nevertheless, the reduction of 
energy achieved during this study is suitable for advancement to pilot-scale testing.  
 





Figure 7. Power Consumption for Organic Product Recovery as a Function of Water Content. 
Table 3. Power Requirements for Organic Product Recovery 
Separation Method Study Energy Requirements (kWh/kg) 
BPED Wang (2010) [10] 
2.15 – 2.88  
η = 95-131% 
BPED Timbuntam (2008) [41] 
1.58 – 5.87  
η = 65-86% 
EDI Boontawan (2011) [13] 15.58-30.22  
BPED & IL 
EMIM-OTIF 
Previous study [27] 
2.38 – 8.02  
η = 11-37% 
EDI & IL 
EMIM-OTIF/Butyrate 
Current study 
1.25 – 1.88  
η = 60-90% 
EDI & IL 
BMIM-ACE/Butyate 
Current Study 
1.34 – 2.80  
η = 37-77% 
EDI & IL 
EMIM-OTIF/Acetate 
Current Study 
1.40 – 2.06  
η = 75-110% 
EDI & IL 
BMIM-ACE/Acetate 
Current Study 
2.45 – 2.62  






 This study investigated the use of ionic liquids for organic salt transport using EDI 
techniques. Sodium butyrate and acetate were used as model organic salts and transported into 
two ionic liquids in order to determine ion transport rate, current efficiency, and product 
recovery power consumption. EDI techniques resulted in improved current efficiencies for both 
ionic liquids tested. Power consumption decreased as a result of wafer addition, and power 
consumption values are in the range of similar recoveries using water solutions. Comparison of 
the ionic liquids showed that EMIM-OTIF outperformed BMIM-ACE for recovery of both 
products. Additionally, the investigation determined that higher current densities resulted in 
increased ion and water transport with negligible effect on current efficiency. Manipulation the 
water content within the ionic liquid may lead to lower energy requirements for organic product 
recovery as long as the water content stays below 10 wt. %. At these levels, results suggest that 
slight water contamination may improve EDI operation; however, ramifications of water addition 
to downstream product recovery need further investigation. Future studies will investigate the 
use of hydrophobic ionic liquids on product recovery, ion transport, and productivity as well as 
the effects of flow characteristics on EDI performance. 
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AEM  Anion Exchange Membrane 
BMIM-ACE 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate 
CEM  Cation Exchange Membrane 
Cf  Final Sodium Butyrate Concentration in Diluate Compartment (g/L) 
Ci  Initial Sodium Butyrate Concentration in Diluate Compartment (g/L) 
ED  Electrodialysis 
EDI  Electrodeionization 
EMIM-OTIF  1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethane sulfonate 
F   Faradays Constant (C/mol) 
I   Current (mA) 
IL  Ionic Liquid 
M  Molecular Mass (g/mol) 
N  Number of cells 
Pr   Product Recovery (kwh/kg) 
t  Time (h) 
V  Compartment Volume (L) 
Vt  System Voltage (V) 
z  Ion valence 
ΔC  Overall Ion Depletion (g/L) 
η  Current Efficiency 
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Reverse electrodialysis is the extraction of usable energy from the Gibbs free energy of mixing 
two liquids of different salinities. Current research efforts have been focused on the improvement 
of power density through higher voltages, large cell numbers, and overall reduction of stack 
resistance, yet problems associated with power generation still persist. We have improved this 
technology by incorporating ion exchange wafers in each cell, shortening the diffusion pathways 
and thus decreasing their electrical resistance. We also studied the effects of applying reverse 
electrodialysis in hydraulic fracturing operations, the first study where direct industrial 
applications are considered. We developed an innovative resolution to high resistance levels 
through the use of ion exchange wafers, and have obtained gross power densities of 
approximately 1.06 W/m2. This is the first study incorporating electrodeionization techniques in 
reverse electrodialysis systems. Additionally, overall stack resistance decreased an order of 
magnitude upon inclusion of ion exchange wafers into the reverse electrodialysis stack. This 
study also investigated the use of reverse electrodialysis in hydraulic fracturing. This technology 
could be utilized for processing of flowback water from hydraulic fracturing operations to 
provide some of the power used at the well site with no greenhouse gas emissions. Using reverse 
electrodialysis at fracking sites, an industrial process that has been mired by environmental 
concerns can take positive steps toward developing and adopting sustainable practices.  







 Recently, marine-based energy sources have become competitive options in the 
alternative energy sector [1,2]. Salinity-gradient energy, or “blue energy” [3], is defined as the 
energy available from mixing two aqueous solutions of different salinities, and has a total global 
potential for power production of 1.4-2.6 TW or as many as 3,000 coal fired power plants [2,4–
10]. When “produced water” from fracking is returned to the surface, it contains a high 
concentration of salts and thus, when it is mixed with fresh water for later reuse, a significant 
potential to extract usable power exists from Gibbs free energy of mixing [11–13]. However, no 
studies have been conducted relating this energy potential to the fracking industry. The fracking 
industry is an ideal application for reverse electrodialysis (RED) because brine solutions and 
freshwater are found in large quantities at each well site. Not only does our research focus on 
augmenting the RED process for improved power production, but also it takes this a step further 
by providing a sustainable solution some environmental hydraulic fracturing concerns.   
1.1 Reverse Electrodialysis  
 RED is an electrochemical process driven by the concentration difference between feed 
streams (diluate and concentrate) that are separated by ion selective membranes, creating an ion 
flux as cations and anions diffuse across the membranes [1,3,14]. Through a series of oxidation-
reduction reactions at each electrode, this ion flux is converted directly into an electric current 
[3,15]. Several designs for RED systems have been considered, generally consisting of 
alternating cation and anion exchange membranes separated by spacers and terminated with an 
electrode at each end [14–16]. In stacks consisting of multiple cells, a serial configuration is used 
to maximize power generation [17]. Homogeneous ion exchange membranes are used for their 




Previous research has found solutions to some limitations in RED including those for the spacer 
shadow effect [19–21], fouling [6], and resistance [10]. 
 In a traditional RED setup, the environment of the diluate chamber is non-conductive, 
providing limited ionic diffusion. As a result, the resistance here is the dominant restriction 
[22,23], and no research to date has effectively solved this problem. Therefore, the focus of this 
research is to provide a working solution to limited ion diffusion by applying principles of Wafer 
Enhanced-Electrodeionization (WE-EDI) [24–26] in hopes of greatly reducing this resistance. A 
wafer is made by binding ion exchange resins with polyethylene [24], and will be used as a 
spacer in each chamber to stimulate ionic transport. The largest reported experimental power 
density is 2.2 W/m2 using a stack composed of five cells, spacer thickness of 100 μm, and 
specially manufactured ultra-thin membranes (30-40 μm thick) [7]. However, power densities an 
order of magnitude above this level are possible, evidenced by theoretical calculations with 
minimal system resistances. 
1.2 Technology Implications for Produced Water from Hydraulic Fracturing 
 Hydraulic fracturing has become widely utilized as a means for extracting 
unconventional natural gas and oil. Each well site is horizontally drilled, and injected with 12-16 
million liters of “fracking fluid” (water with sand and chemical additives), under high pressure to 
crack the formation thus increasing the permeability of the surrounding rock enabling enhanced 
gas and oil flow to the well [27]. Following the fracturing process, fluid returns to the surface as 
produced water containing contaminants, mainly dissolved salts, with recovery rates ranging 
from 20 to 100% [11,27]. The most common method of produced water disposal is deep-well 
injection, however, it is suspected that this has contributed to recent seismic events in addition to 




alternative method for handling produced water has become both environmentally and 
economically pressing.   
 To begin water recovery, a series of pretreatment regimens are implemented in order to 
remove contaminants and foulants. Once these have been removed, RED technology can be used 
to harness the Gibbs free energy of mixing between this partially treated produced water and a 
freshwater feed with the purpose of replenishing the water that could not be recovered from 
water clean-up. This extracted energy can then be used to power ongoing processes or stored in a 
battery for later use in subsequent fracking process when needed. The resulting water solution 
output from the RED system can then be recycled back into the hydraulic fracturing process. 
This revolutionary approach allows for the recycle of water and production of energy.   
Materials and Methods  
 We designed an innovative RED system that utilized WE-EDI techniques to minimize 
system resistance. This system was tested with varying numbers of cell pairs. Membranes were 
separated by custom hybrid spacer-gaskets to minimize cell length. Each one measured 500 
microns in thickness. Fumatech FKS-30 and FAS homogeneous ion exchange membranes were 






Figure 1: Diagram of RED Cell. Membranes are spaced within the cell, and compartments 
alternate between freshwater and fracking/brackish water. 
 
2.1 Wafer Casting 
 Ion exchange wafers used in experimentation were composed of both anion and cation 
exchange resins (Amberlite® IRA-400(Cl) and Amberlite® IR120 Na+ form ion exchange 
resins), polymer (Polyethylene powder, 500 μm), and sucrose. A custom iron cast was 
constructed that measured 127x 127cm in diameter. Each batch of wafer ingredients were mixed 
in a 46:15:10 gram ratio of resin, sugar, and polymer developed in a previous study [24]. The 
composition was then mixed at a rate of 300 rpm for 5 seconds using a FlackTek Inc. 
SpeedMixerTM (model: DAC 150 SP) to ensure uniformity. Wafer material was placed in the 
cast, and then inserted into a Carver press (model 3851-0 at 10,000 psi and 237°F for 90 minutes, 
followed by a 20 minute cooling period via pressurized air treatment. After cooling, the cast was 
removed, and wafer carefully extracted. Figure 2 shows an image of the resulting wafer 
structure. The resin and sucrose become bound by the polymer, and following a soak in a water 
solution, the sucrose dissolves leaving a porous wafer. This allows the RED solutions to flow 




of our wafer comes from its improvement of ion transport through a drastically reduced diffusion 
path length for ions. At voltages above 1.5 V, water splitting will occur within the RED system, 
and the generated ions eliminate the potential for surface attachment of other mono and divalent 
ions in solution, improving ion mobility and diffusion rates.  
 
Figure 2. Microscopic Image of Resin Wafer used in Electrodeionization. Spherical resin 
partially encased by polymer binder. Active area should be maximized to ensure proper wafer 
activity. 
2.2 Feed Water Concentrations 
 Experiments were conducted with simulated saltwater and freshwater feeds. For each 
experiment, a 3% NaCl concentration was used for rinse feeds. All feed waters were pumped 
through the cell using peristaltic pumps, and varying flow rates were tested. Initial and final 
conductivities of concentrate and diluate feed streams were measured in addition to the open 
circuit voltage potential. Experiments were also conducted using fracking water obtained from 
an Oklahoma well site. All hydraulic fracturing simulations performed were based on voltages 
obtained in these tests. 




 Voltage and current readings were taken for both traditional RED conditions and our 
wafer-enhanced design. These were obtained using both a digital multimeter (Klein Tools) and 
potentiostat (Amel model 2053). Once the RED stack was set up for a specific set of conditions, 
fluid was pumped through the stack, and voltage readings were measured directly from the 
multimeter with fluid flow being the only source of ionic movement. Once an average voltage 
was obtained per cell pair from a single cell stack, the potentiostat was used to simulate process 
scale-up. A range of voltages were applied to the stack, and current measurements were obtained. 
It was then possible to calculate the system resistance and the overall power density capability of 
the stack. 
2.4 Mathematical Theory 
 To simulate the process scale-up, the following equations were used to obtain the 
resistance of each cell pair and electrode at a specified voltage: 
 
where Rcell was the resistance of a single cell and Relectrode was the combined resistance of the 
electrodes. Once these were obtained, it was necessary to find the number of cell pairs needed to 
generate a given voltage. This was determined using equation 2. 
 
where the Vcell pair was the voltage obtained from a single cell pair using RED and Vapplied was 
the theoretically generated voltage through applying it to the RED system. The cell pair voltage 




the potentiostat. This number was multiplied by Rcell to obtain the total resistance per stack. 
Power density was then calculated from equation 3.  
 
Previous studies have demonstrated that the maximum power generated from an RED stack 
occurs when a load applied the system equals the stack resistance [5]. To find power density in 
units of W/m2, the last expression is divided by the total active membrane area, found by 
multiplying the number of membranes used by the active area. For this research, the active area 
was 10 cm2. 
Results and Discussion 
3.1 Voltage Potential 
 Once focus for this project was directed towards implications in the hydraulic fracturing 
industry, experimental conditions were tailored for simulating the fluid properties of produced 
water. During pretreatment, produced water from hydraulic fracking entering the RED apparatus 
had undergone nanofiltration pretreatment to remove all divalent ions from the water, 
maximizing voltage potential. This set of experiments was performed using a single-cell RED 
stack, and run with simulated fracking solution of 14% NaCl and 0.1% NaCl salt solution in the 
concentrate/rinse feed streams and diluate feed stream respectively. Additionally, water from an 
Oklahoma fracking site was used to confirm the voltage output from this application. It was 
found that an average of 181 mV was produced per cell pair on a single-cell stack. When 
simulated seawater at 3% NaCl was tested with 0.1% NaCl solution, the output voltage was 150 




3.2  Gross Power Density  
 In order to obtain gross power density, several sets of experiments were performed to 
simulate a multi-stack design for high voltage operation ranging from 0.2 to 5 volts. Further, 
direct power measurement was conducted in a single-cell traditional RED setup (i.e. no wafers 
used), single-cell wafer-enhanced RED setup, 6-cell traditional RED setup, and 6-cell wafer-
enhanced RED setup. Current and power density calculations were then carried out and corrected 
for non-ohmic behavior caused by the presence of the ion exchange wafers [25,31]. Figure 3 
shows the gross power density obtained for both traditional and wafer-enhanced conditions. The 
highest power generation was 1.06 W/m2 for the wafer enhanced system using fracking solutions 
while simulated seawater resulted in a power density of 0.68 W/m2. When no wafers were used, 
the power density obtained was 0.46 W/m2. For voltages below 1.5 V, power output was very 
low (< 0.05 W/m2). When 1.5 V was reached, wafer activation occurred and significant increases 
in gross power density were observed. Membrane performance also improved, leading to 
increased observed power densities in non-wafer systems. The improvement in power density is 
thought to be mainly a result of the wafer activation. This is the first known study where EDI is 





Figure 3. Gross Power Density. Gross power density of the RED stack for traditional and wafer-
enhanced RED conditions. 
 Overall it is shown that the use of ion-exchange wafers had a moderate effect on gross 
power densities for RED, and that optimum conditions exist greater than 1.5 V. In the higher 
voltage regions (i.e. > 1.5 V), a phenomenon known as “water splitting” has a large effect on the 
process; conversely, below 1.5 V, the ion-exchange wafer is inactive and water splitting does not 
occur. Thus, each ion has passive diffusion throughout the cell, resulting in higher resistances. 
When the wafers activate at voltages above 1.5 V, water molecules rapidly break apart and form 
hydrogen and hydroxide ions. Faster diffusion is promoted when these H+ and OH- ions force 
counter-ions through the cells, dramatically decreasing resistances through facilitated diffusion. 
Simulated power densities for the traditional system show an ideal case; however, there are 
several system hindrances that would result in lower than expected power yield with traditional 




reaching a high voltage potential can be very difficult due to the large resistance inherent to the 
system. This resistance limitation is shown in Figure 4. The increase in resistance between 1-2 V 
for the traditional system occurred for every experimental trial conducted. Also in high voltage 
systems, water splitting can result in severe damage to the ion exchange membranes in 
traditional RED; however, the wafer enhanced case prevents membrane damage and promotes 
wafer regeneration [24,25,31].  
  
Figure 4. RED Stack Resistance Comparison of resistances between traditional and wafer-
enhanced conditions. 
3.3  Net Power Density 
 For an accurate representation of possible power density output, power consumption due 
to pumping losses, wafer regeneration, and passive current added during testing must be 
considered. Passive current was determined by testing the system for power output when no 
salinity gradient was present. The resulting current and power output at the no gradient case were 
calculated for each applied voltage. Wafer regeneration requires a degree of water splitting to 




regeneration and ion transport. Subtracting these values from gross power density numbers 
yields the net power density, or what would be generated for use in practical applications. Figure 
5 show the effect of passive current correction and water splitting on gross power density.  
 
Figure 5. Net power density of wafer enhanced and traditional RED systems correcting for 
passive current added during testing. 
 The net power density was 0.67 W/m2 for the wafer enhanced system running with 
fracking water and 0.29 W/m2 for the wafer enhanced system simulated seawater was used. The 
traditional system had a net power density of 0.12 W/m2. At voltages below 1.5 V, low power 
output is observed as seen in Figure 3 above. At the onset of water splitting, we observe a 
negative power density for the wafer enhanced system resulting from the power required for 
wafer regeneration. At higher voltages, the wafer enhanced system outperforms the traditional 
RED system. This is a result of wafer performance and a decrease in traditional system 
performance directly resulting from increased water splitting. Taking into account the total 




Unfortunately in small lab scale testing, this exceeds the amount of gross power, meaning that 
little to no useful power can be recovered on the scale tested. Pumping power is difficult to 
consider in small systems because the flow and power used is often designed for larger systems 
and pressure drops fluctuate during testing as noted by others [7,32]. In addition, the spacers and 
membranes used were much thicker than desired and much larger than other systems used in 
other studies [7]. In order to obtain useful power larger systems as well as thinner membranes 
and solution spacers are needed. As power density increases, losses due to pumping become less 
significant. Theoretical predictions based on lab data suggest that realistic maximum power 
densities of 2-5 W/m2 are possible with an optimized system. Therefore, we conclude that power 
densities approaching 5 W/m2 can be achieved and would be a tremendous sustainable and 
financial incentive to the industry. Coupling this technology with water recycle, the hydraulic 
fracturing industry can reduce the amount of energy and resources required for oil and natural 
gas extraction.  
3.4  Implications for the Fracking Industry 
 Research investigating the treatment and recycle of this produced water for re-use at 
other well sites has been conducted [33,34]. In one case, a nanofiltration process was used to 
recycle produced water and then freshwater was reintroduced to the process through RED. 
Through nanofiltration and RED, water recoveries greater than 80% and 40 J/gallon of produced 
water are possible. Calculations show an average increase in revenue of approximately 2 million 
dollars a year per well making the technology environmentally friendly and economically 




    
Figure 7. Enhanced Produced Water Treatment Cycle. Treatment cycle consisting of both 
traditional and advanced pretreatment techniques, while implementing RED technology. 
 The process water leaving the hydraulic fracturing system will be treated for recycle. 
However, some of the water cannot be recovered and requires replacement. By controlling the 
mixing of this freshwater feed with the treated fracking water, RED systems can be implemented 
to provide useful power for fracking operations. The resulting water energy recovered can then 
be used in additional hydraulic fracking operations, reducing the overall water and energy 
demands. 
Conclusion 
 Salinity-gradient energy is one of the most promising untapped potentials in the 
alternative energy sector, with reverse electrodialysis as a front-runner among the extraction 
technologies currently being explored. Through this research the limitations in RED caused by 
high stack resistance have been mitigated. With the use of ion-exchange wafers in RED, system 




This technology also serves as a bridge to close the gap between lab-scale and practical 
applications. It allows for the system to operate effectively at higher voltages, and uses the 
effects of water-splitting that occur to an advantage. The dominant economic factor of using 
RED as an alternative energy source is the price of the membranes. With this improved 
application for wafer technology in the reverse electrodialysis process, it is possible to reach 
power densities in the range of 2-5 W/m2 depending on the system configuration, water quality, 
and other constraints. Finally, this study considered incorporating RED technology into hydraulic 
fracturing. Using RED, energy can be produced for fracking operations with water recycle 
systems for a more environmentally friendly and economic hydraulic fracking process.   
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Nomenclature 
Ncell   Number of Cells 
RED   Reverse Electrodialysis 
Rcell   Cell Resistance 
Relectrode  Electrode Resistance  
Rload   Load Resistance 




Vapplied   Applied Voltage   
Vcell pair   Voltage Generated per Cell Pair 
WE-EDI  Wafer-Enhanced Electrodeionization 
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Electrodialysis and Electrodeionization for Novel Solutions for Complex Separations 
 In this dissertation, electrodialysis (ED) and electrodeionization (EDI) were investigated 
for use in the recovery of organic acid products using novel ionic liquid solvents. ED and EDI 
have been used in a wide variety of applications in the chemical industry. The introductory 
chapter discussed the concepts and motivation for research into ED, EDI, and RED. Chapter 2 
divulged greater detail on the use of ED, EDI, and RED as well as the major mathematical 
theory, state-of-the-art performance, and major researchers in each subject area. In Chapter 3, 
proof-of-concept experiments for the use of ED with ionic liquids were studied. The results 
showed that ionic liquid assisted ED successfully transfers organic salts into an ionic liquid 
phase. With bipolar membranes, organic salts were converted into organic acids which can then 
be separated from the ionic liquid via flash separation with no loss of ionic liquid solvent. Water 
contamination was a major issue and had a significant impact on expected power requirements 
for downstream processing. The power requirements for organic acid purification from ED were 
determined and the impact of ionic liquids and water on overall product purity was discussed.  
 Chapter 4 discussed the improvements that EDI and WE-EDI can have on ionic liquid 
assisted ED and other ED separations where non-aqueous solutions can be useful. 
Implementation of ion exchange resin wafers resulted in significant improvements over the 
previous ED study. Though WE-EDI, ionic liquids can be used in ED and EDI separations with 
power requirements competitive with other separation techniques. Through this research, WE-
EDI can allow other organic solvents to be considered for product recovery through reduction of 




Reverse electrodialysis with Ion exchange Wafers for Improved Power Generation 
 Salient gradient energy holds tremendous potential for the sustainable production of 
usable power worldwide. RED and PRO are the leading technologies for power generation from 
salient gradient energy. PRO generates power through osmotic pressure from separating 
freshwater and saltwater through a water permeable membrane whereas RED generates power by 
separating freshwater and saltwater by ion permeable membranes. PRO is limited by fouling, 
pressure generation, and turbine efficiencies, and RED is limited by fouling, solution 
conductivity, and system electrical resistance. Currently, PRO and RED boast similar maximum 
power densities, yet RED is the only technology where pilot operations have been implemented.  
 Chapter 5 discussed the performance of a carefully designed RED stack for power 
generation using wafer enhanced electrodeionization (WE-EDI) techniques. Wafers resulted in 
lower cell resistances as compared to traditional RED techniques. Gross power densities of 0.64 
W/m2 were obtained; however, correcting for the passive current applied during testing lowered 
the gross power density to 0.29 W/m2. Accounting for the pumping energy and wafer 
regeneration resulted in no usable power from experiments, implying that large scale systems 
would be needed determine if wafer RED could be feasible. Theoretical predictions indicated 
that application of RED to the hydraulic fracturing industry may provide beneficial power to the 
industry, reducing the overall energy and cost of the fracking process. In order for RED 
technologies to be implemented in industry, larger systems must be design which focus on 
minimizing system resistances which ensuring the maximum voltage potential is maintained.  
Future Work 
 Following the completion of these studies, there exist a multitude of experiments and 




by the research described previously. Figure 1 presents possible research that may be pursued 
based on the work described in this dissertation. Each topic represents a new research area that 
can be pursued in the development of improved ED, EDI and RED technology. Several research 
projects can impact multiple areas as described below.  
 
Figure 1. Future outlook of completed research progress. The top ovals indicate the work 
presented in chapters 3-5. Each oval below this level briefly describes subsequent research 
projects that can develop as a result of the work accomplished.   
 Research into the development of membranes specifically designed for ED and EDI in 
non-aqueous solutions would improve separation efficiencies and broaden the applications these 
techniques in which they are used. The main limitations caused by use of organic solvents in ED 
are the reduction of ion mobility and the water co-transport. EDI techniques can solve the issues 
of ion mobility, yet there still exists the water co-transport. The development of membrane that 




solvents in ED and EDI. This research could occur through membrane modification of existing 
ion exchange membranes or by synthesis of purely novel membranes designed for increased 
interaction with organic solutions.  
 Improving the research of ionic liquid assisted electrodialysis can occur in several ways. 
Investigations into different ionic liquids with unique properties may provide greater insight into 
better solvents for ED and EDI. Ideally, modeling of ionic liquid parameters in a computerized 
ED cell may allow screening of large quantities of ionic liquids in a short amount of time. 
Further, running systems with real fermentation broth can result in information concerning 
selectivity and fouling. Continuous operation of ED, EDI, and product removal would be 
beneficial in terms of determining ionic liquid longevity and impacts of heating on ED systems.  
 A study into the development of wafers specifically designed for RED may lead to higher 
power densities. Current wafer technology requires 1-1.5 V per cell pair to initiate water 
splitting. Investigations in new wafer chemistries and ion exchange resin may lead to a reduction 
of required energy for water splitting and enhance the monovalent ion transfer during power 
production. Additional research into RED could look into determining power potential of wafer 
RED by means of galvantostat measurements. Previous research in RED looked at manipulation 
of current densities using a galvanostat and determined power densities through output voltages. 
Application of this measurement technique may provide additional insight into the potential of 
wafer enhanced RED for power generation. Finally, research into using real riverwater, seawater, 
and industrial solutions can provide detail on the effects of fouling and divalent ions on 
maximum power potential. Fracking solutions would be ideal in that a direct comparison and 





 This dissertation described the development of novel solutions to existing industrial 
problems using ED, EDI, and RED. Ionic assisted ED and EDI is capable of separating organic 
acid products with separation efficiencies meeting current state-of-the-art standards. 
Incorporation of wafers in RED decreased system resistances. Unfortunately, power densities 
obtained did not meet the desired benchmark of 5 W/m2, an indication that much more research 
must be done. Limitations to this work included the energy required for water splitting and the 
system resistances continue to plague the power potential of RED systems. Through the work 
described, insight into the performance of non-aqueous solutions in electrochemical systems was 
gained.   
